TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS  #384

N. 40010', SEC. 10 + 2 S R 9 W., WM.

Reproduced W.F. Anderson's Survey of
HISTORICAL: Rosenberg Tracts, 1948 -- Refer to MAP 293
MAP 293: W.F. Anderson
MAP A-608: W.F. Anderson 1955
MAP A-4: J.H. Carlish 1956

CONDITION FOUND:

Good  3" Iron Pipe as shown in map A293

Which is 10 feet South of corner

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1/4" Iron Bar / Brass Cap

NE 1/6

Sec 10

R 287

1970

NEW ACCESSORY:

L 29-130-8R: N 50 W 18 E

COMMENTS: I SET 1/4" Iron Bar with Brass Cap from

the found 3" Iron Pipe 10 feet South

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur

DATE: 8-31-70

TITHE: George Urrey

G.W.U